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Adventure Base boost high mountain experience
with Dream Guides merger

Adventure Base and Dream Guides have announced they are
merging as Adventure Base continues on its path to become the
worlds premiere adventure provider.
Rhiannon Cook, Head of Business Development explains “Dream
Guides products will now be available as part of our Global
Adventure’s thus adding to our growing number of premium courses,
trips and experiences around the world”
Dream Guides have been taking people on exceptional journeys since
2005. Based in the alpine capital of Chamonix Mont Blanc, the
company was originally set up by British climber and 11-time Everest
summiteer Kenton Cool, and ski alpinist Guy Willett.
The Dream Guides brand will remain present as a mark of excellence
in high mountain adventures. Dream Guides will continue to offer
global climbing, trekking and skiing courses and expeditions as well
as bespoke and flexible private guiding.
All the trips and courses are packaged together using the company’s
original ethos i.e. combining places of exceptional natural beauty with
fun activities; varying degrees of human endurance and authentic
guides that know and love the areas in which they work.
Their best selling climb Mont Blanc course, based on their doorstep,
gives anyone the chance to experience the exceptional world of the
big mountains and summit Western Europe’s highest mountain. The
course is set over six days of guiding, and will teach you the skills
needed to tackle this iconic mountain.
With the support and guidance of director Kenton Cool, [and utilising
his experience of 11 Everest summits amongst numerous other
successful expeditions] Adventure Base is setting its sights on
becoming the worlds premier adventure provider.

	
  

--END—
For more information please visit the new Adventure Base website:
http://www.adventurebase.com/

Press area: http://www.adventurebase.com/press-area/
For more information or press enquiries please contact Rhiannon Cook on
0033(0)627793617 or Rhiannon@adventurebase.com

	
  

